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The following geological report la submitted aa assessment work for Crowabore 
Patricia Gold Minea as detailed in report of work forma completed in December, 1947*

The bead office of Crowshor* Patricia Gold Minea la at/71 Young Street, Toronto, 
Ontario.

The property consists of 35 claims, eight of which are patented. The patented 
claims are fa 215? to la 2163 inclualve, and Pa 2586. The unpotented olaima are Pa 5915 
to Pa 5918 inclusive, Fa 582? to Pa 5634 inclusive, Fa 5458 and Fa 5459. Pa 6614 to 
Fa 6616 inclusive, Fa 6038 to le 6043 inclusive, and Fa 6126 to Pa 6129 inclusive.

The geological work waa done during the period May to December 1947*

Location and access to the property.

Crowshore Patricia Gold Mines is located in Mccullagh Township in the Crow Rlv*r 
area, District of patricia. It adjoins the old Albany River Gold Mines { now owned by 
Pickle Crow Gold Mines ) on the east. The location is shown in the accompanying key map.

Plane service is maintained daily throughout the year from Sioux Lookout by 
Canadian Pacific Airlines. This is made possible by use of a landing field at Central 
Patricia Gold Mines. A fair motor road connects the property with Pickle Crow, Central 
Patricia, Fickle Lake, and Doghole Bay on Lake St. Joseph, which is the terminus for 
aunmer freighting.

General geology of the area.

Annual Report of the Ontario Department of Ulnea, Vol. XLVlI f Part III, 1938 by 
Jas. Thompson covers the general geology of the area.

The following summarizes the rocks of the area.

Keewatin; Volcanics, largely andesite which is the predominant rook of the 
area, volcanic breccias, and other fragmentals, diorite, and iron formation.

Algoman: Granite and Porphyry.

Keweenawin; Diabase and Lamprophyre dykes.
The diabase ia certainly not as abundant aa in some areas.

Structurally, Thompson has divided the area into two parts - an Eastern and 
Western Belt. Since Crowshore Patricia lias in the Eastern Belt, a brief summary *f hi* 
deaoription of it is essential to an underatanding of the local conditions at the pro 
perty itself.

This Eastern Belt consists of lavas separated by iron formation beda which 
have been closely folded into a syncline. The axis of this syncline strikes north 
easterly and plunges steeply to the north-east. In the vicinity of the Pickle Crow Mine* 
where both limbs come close together they are parallel and dip 75 deg. to the north-weet. 
Thus the axial plane is here overturned and dips to the north.

The iron formation bands on which the structure outline la based have been traced 
for about 9 miles along the strike from the nose of the fold which la abouta mile weat 
of the Pickle Crow workings,or about 4 miles from the Crowabore Patricia boundary.



A significant feature la the aeaociation of gold depoelta to the iron form 
ation bands. To quote from the'report by Jaa, Thompson, " At the three moat important 
mines the ore bodiea are either wholly or portly enclosed by iron formations, while 
at other known gold occurrencea the rock occura in the general vicinity." It is worth 
while repeating one other point that Thompson stressed;- " The localization, contin 
uity, pitch, and dimensions of ore bodies are controlled by the nature of the rooks 
and by the regional structure ". It would thua seem that a very close examination of 
Crowahore Patricia position with reference to the regional structure would be of the 
utmost importance.

Geology of Crowahore Ia triela Gold Mines

The geology of Crowahore Patricia Gold Mines is illustrated by the accompany 
ing map at 300 feet to the inch. Geological control was a.s follows.

1. Use was made of picket linea cut for a geophysical surrey completed in 19&6 
on patented claims, fa 2157 to J-e 2163,and ?* 2536.

2. Picket lines were cut at 4*00 foot and 600 foot intervale aa shown to corer 
the property north of the river,

3. Claim lines south of the river were chained. Since these claim linea are 
well cut and straight, good location of the boundaries wai made, using the petended 
claims as a baoe and checking the ncrtb posts by picket lines extended from the base 
line north of the river.

The claim boundaries as shown on the map ere located with reference to picket 
lines, and by chaining the distance between claim posts.

Jummers base line was used as e check so that accuracy within the scale of 
the plan is assured.

Besides the surface survey, information was obtained from underground work 
completed during 1947 on claim ra 2161.

The geology of the { B ) zone area is from a plan by B.L. Smith showing the 
results of the ( B ) zone drilling in 1935- Un fortunately vary little of the drill 
core from early drilling is available. During periods of inactivity on the property 
it has been destroyed or otherwise disposed of . Fairly complete records of the drill 
ing of the ( A ) and ( B } zone areas are available. However numerous old drill set 
ups were encountered at various other locations. There appears to be no drill loga or 
other information with regard to this drilling.

The location of holes thus encountered are shown on the plan, but no geologi 
cal data could be recorded from it.

Rock Formations.

The rock formations encountered are classified aa follows; 

Keweenawin (?) : Basaltic dyke.

Granodiorite 
Algoman (?) : Dlori te

Diorite
Feldspar porphyry ( leopard rock) 

Keewatin : Iron formation
Rhyolite- dacite 
Andesite flow breccia 
Sheared andesite 
Vassive andesite
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Deai.iption of rock tyj/ea.

Andesite.
This la the predominant rock encountered. It is usually massive or but 

moderately sheared, but with local areas of intense shearing where the rook is chang 
ed to chlorite and chlorite sericite schist.

Pillow lavas were observed in three locations. The pillows are distorted,and 
too much confidence Is not placed on the orientation as indicated on tho map.

The location of pillows are as follows; the south-east corner of claim Pa - 
2157, in the vicinity of the water tower on claim Pa 2161, and near the north boundary 
on claim Fa 601*0.

The only other original structure observed was some well developed jointing 
on claim Pa 2157 near the south boundary.

Strongly sheared areas occur at several localities and are shown on the map. 
A very strong ly sheared zone was encountered in the underground workings and drill 
ing on the 5^0 ft. level. This is shown on the geological sketch plan of the 550 ft. 
level, and is indicated on cross-section " A - A " of the large plan. The numerous 
thin cherty bands encountered intercalated with the schists, leads to the thought that 
some of this rock could be sedimentary in origin. The highly altered condition of the 
rock however makes it impossible to be certain, and thus the rocks are all included In 
the lavas.

An area of strong shearing occurs in the north part of claim Pa 2157 and 
Fa 2158. considerable quartz is to found in this shearing. Other well developed shear 
zones occur in claims Pa 60AO and Pa 604*1, also Just south of the Crow River on Pa - 
2586 towards the west boundary.

Besides the above, sheared zones occur invariably alongside the iron form 
ation' bands at both footwall and hangingwall. This is typical of the general area, and 
is a result of the yielding by shear of the less competent volcanics against the nore 
competent iron formations.

Volcanic flow breccia.
Two outcrops of breccia occur in claims Fa 2157 and Pa 2158. The rock con 

sists of fine grained, greenish andesite fragments from one inch to five inches in 
diameter. These are rounded to oval in shape and surrounded by a matrix very similar 
in composition.

Feldspar porphyry (leopard rock) .
This is a very striking rock consisting of altered feldspar phenocrjtete up 

to two inches in diameter in a fine grained schistose groundmass greenish in color.
Dr. 7.B. Meen of Toronto University examined a specimen and reported aa follows;

" This is a grayish green rock with pinkish white spots or 'phenocrysts 1 rang 
ing in size from one eigth to one and one half inehes in diameter. There are no crystal 
faces which may indicate resorbtion. The material is porcelain!c in appearance. Some 
schistosity is noticable in the matrix and it bends around the spot's.

Under the microscope the rook has a porphyritic appearance. The spots which 
were probably basic plagioclase now consist of sericite, zoisite, epidote, calcite and 
probably others. They are nearly opaque.

The matrix is fine grained and consists of secondary hornblende, chlorite, 
altered plagioclase and some unaltered plagioclase, probably secondary. There la 
schistose structure.

The: rock was probably a feldspar basalt porphyry which has been metamorphosed."
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The occurrence of this rook la rather peculiar. It waa observed in the 
abaft for about 5C; feet above the bottom level. It doeo not occur in any of the oro** 
cuts or in the diamond drill holes which were drilled under ground. Aa a result the 
aize isjvery much limited at the 550 ft. horizon. A suggestion has been mad* that it 
la a large boulder which baa been peeked up during a period of lava eruption. In my 
opinion this is not the probable true explanation. The'boulder' would certainly be 
very large, and the contact which is straight and parallel to the formation also do** 
not have the appearance of a boulder. It would ae*m that a nore likely explanation i* 
that it represents the apex of what is probably a larbe intrusive body at depth. The 
large phenochrysts certainly indicate a body of some size. Evidence of faulting to 
account for its occurrence could not be found.

Rhyolite - dacite.

Fine grained gray rocks, probably rhyolite or dacite outcrop on the south- 
east corner of Pa 2162 and the north-east corner of Pa 2158. Similar rocks are mapped 
in the drilling along the " B " zone iron formation { holes 16, l? ,end 16.) Thus a 
horizon up to 200 feet thick is indicated.

Iron formation.

Four different horizons of iron formation are indicated on the property. The 
south horizon which represents the lowest stratigraphically, occurs in the south part 
of claim Fa 2159* It strikes N. 55 degrees east and dips 75 degrees north. The aver 
age thickness is four feet and it has been traced for about 46o feet. The iron content 
is quite high, very strong sheering has taken place in it, also in the adjoining rook. 
Quartz veinlets occur at the contact. These are parallel to the iron formation, are up 
to a foot wide with slight pyrite mineralization, but carry no gold values,

"B" zone iron formation.
The "B" zone iron formation has been outlined by surface drilling, under 

ground drilling, and by magnetometer survey for a length of 3500 feet. Cold values 
occur in the iron formation band, and it wil be discussed further under the heading 
of 'gold occurances'.

"A" zone iron formation.
Surface drilling gave erratic gold values in the two parallel iron bands 

near the vast boundary of claim Pa 2161. These bands either pinch out to the north 
east or swing sharply to the north, as indicated by underground drilling. Several 
narrow iron formation bands were intersected in underground cross cutting. The under** 

'ground drilling shows that they are comparatively short. They are strongly drag folded 
which has produced considerable cross-fracturing now filled with quartz stringers up 
to a foot in width. Although there ia strong pyrrhotite and some pyrite mineralization 
gold values were negligable in this band.

North iron formation.
A zone of strong, continuous, but in the main narrow iron banding occurs, 

and has been followed aromas claims Fa 612?, Fa 6042, Pa 6615 and Pa 661/, by exposfcA, 
trenching and dip needle survey.

This zone continues to the north-east accross BanJojr Fetricia Cold Mines 
where 5000 feet of diamond drilling elong the band gave very little in the line of 
gold voluea. The^one also continues actross south-vest to the property of Patricia 
FarticipatorlVwere some drilling was done into a dragfolded portion.

Drag folding has taken place over a considerable extend of the iron forma 
tion. Replacement by pyrrhotite and pyrite which although fairly abundant has not to 
the present time given indications to be accompanied by important gold values. 
Occasional small values are obtained, but these are" very erratically distributed.
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Die te.
Diorite haa been mopped by B.L. .jroith north of th* "B" zona. The only diorite 

observed by the wrltor occurs Just north of claim la OOiO. Thia la a moderately coarse 
grained rock in purt diabasic in texture. No contacts were obeerved although outcrops 
are numerous in the area and overburden shallow, being not much more than moss cover- 
ing. Diorltes of the areo have been classified ae keewatin. There is not at present 
sufficient evidence with regards to the shape and position of this body to make a pro 
per classification. The diorite in the "B" zone area however is probably keewatin and 
appears to conform to the general formation.

Basaltic dyke.
A fine grnined basaltic dyke occurs on claim Ta 6040. It strikes N. 10 dag. 

west and has been traced for about 150 feet, the average width being leas than l foot. 
It stops abruptly at its south terminus at a depression which Is thus interpreted as 
representing a fault. This rock is probably keweenawin In age corresponding to the 
usual diabase dyke, but which Is fine grained due to the narrow occurance.

Structural geology.
Because the iron formation bands are such excellent horizon markers It has 

been poslble to obtain a fairly good general picture of the structure. As already noted, 
the lava beds with their separating iron formations hare been closely folded Into a 
syncline which pitches steeply to the northeast7( between 50 and 70 degrees). The nose 
of the fold occurs about a mile west of the pickle Crow workings or four miles from 
the Crowshore boundary. Both limbs of the syncline are present on the property, and 
both dip steeply, about 75 degrees to the north indicating that here the axial plane 
is overturned in a similar manner to which it Is In the vicinity of Fickle Crow Cold 
Mines, Drag folding of the iron bands observed undergroung show that the north side 
has moved east relative to the south side Indicating that it is on the south limb of 
a syncline.

Drag folding on the north band of iron formation indicated that the north 
side has moTed west relative to the south side, and this is evidence that it lies on 
the north limb of the syncline. It should be noted here that the indicated top of the 
pillows as shown does not corroborate this. The pillows are shown facing north which 
disputes the other evidence. However of the two the drag folding should be more relia 
ble since the pillows are rather distorted and the orientation doubtful.

The distance between the north and south zones of iron formation Is about 
3000 feet. The synclinal axis would be in the vicinity of the base line north of the 
river.

A thickening of the lava beds to the east is indicated by the divergence of 
the iron formation in the vivinity of the shaft to those of the "B" zone.

The "B" zone iron formation and the "A" zone iron formation converge toward 
the old Albany River Gold Mines shaft. The "B" zone probably is in the sane horizon 
in which the Rowell vein of Fickle Crow occurs.

Shearing and faulting.
North-easterly shearing parallel to the formation in strike and dip is quite 

extensive. Thia le probably associated with the folding, but may represent some thrust 
faulting as well. That there was more than one period of movement along these shear 
zones ia indicated by e slight divergence of shears both in strike and dip which tend 
to cut each other off as observed underground.

AS a result of blasting underground distinct shear planes are observed because 
of the tendency of the rock to break along these planes. Vertical grooving along these 
planes indicate that the relative movement was vertical. This vas probably due to 
thrust faulting with the north side moving up. Since the movement has been parallel to 
the formation there is nothing to indicate the amount of movement.



The narrower shear zones observed on the north part of claim Pi 2157 and 
Fa 2158 could alao represent strike faulting. The increment here doeo aot appear aa 
intense as the one in the shaft area. Here the movement appears to be localized by 
the contact of basic and nore acidic lavas. Jimilarly a shearing with similar strikf 
and dip occurw in claim F*. 6040.

An east west shearing occurs on claim Pa 6614. This shearing la about 10 
feet wide dipping 3G dog. to the north. Quartz lenses in this sheering and,in the 
shearing on the north part of claim ?o i!57 gave indications of carrying very low gold 
values, and sparse mineralization. A basaltic dyke in claim Pa 6040 terminates abrupt 
ly at a depression striking N 80 deg. east, and which is about 5 feet wide. The dyke 
could not be picked up south of the depression. Tbia depression could represent a 
fault, but there is no evidence as to direction and extend of movement along it.

Gold oecurraneas. 

"A" zone.
About 12000 feet of surface diamond drilling was done in the "A" zone and 

"C" zone area which will later be described. Gold values appear to line up in two 
parallel iron formation bands which are designated aa {A-D and (A-2) zones. The 
values occur in the iron formation, and in the mineralized schist close to the iron 
formations. Longitudinal sections showing values and locations of diamond drill inter 
sections indicate the erratic nature of gold values in this zone. Gold values obtained 
in the "A" zone are as high as | 25.90.'.However in some cases where good values are 
obtained In the earae hole they are separated by barren material which would lower the 
overall grade considerably. A scale model of the drill holes indicates that there is 
a possibility that the Iron bands swing sharply to the north. The zone was probably 
Intersected by three drill holes underground and these gave low gold values.

"B" zone.
The "B" zone iron formation is the strongest and moat persistent structure 

observed on the property. Fourteen holes were drilled on surface along a length of 
2400 feet, and interesting gold values were obtained in five of them. The total foot 
age was over 3000 feet.

Underground the "B" zone was intersected by Q cross-cut, and was tested by 
drilling over a length of 1200 feet. Seven drill holes cut the zone. Low gold values 
were obtained in all the holes. These were in the order of ?0 cents to 4 1.40 for 
widths up to 5 feet. The most easterly intersection gave a value of f 5*60 for l foot 
and several tiny specks of visible gold were observed in narrow quartz sgringers in 
the iron formation here.

The iron formation on the 550 foot level is in three parallel bands about 
10 feet wide separated by sheared greenstone for a total width of about 70 feet. The 
iron formation itself consists of dark and light coloured bands up to six inches wide. 
The photograph on page 12 of volume XLVII part III is very similar to the iron form 
ation of the "B" zone as seen at the 550 foot level.

The iron formation has been fractured and small quartz gash veina up to 
four inches thick cut across the formation and dip about 60 deg. to the northeast. 
Considerable pyrrhotite mineralization occurs in the iron formation, some of which 
is associated with the quartz filled fractures, but other mineralization appears to 
be more general with no fracturing observed to account for it. The fracturing ob 
served is suggestive of that which is described at the Central Patricia, and la prob 
ably the result of the shearing which has taken place along the bands, producing 
tensional cracks in the iron formation as described by Thompson for the Central Patricia 
oocurance.

The gold values encountered by surface drilling suggest the possible elistance 
of ore shoots of limited extend in tbe "B" zone. It was not advisable to try to ex 
plore the "B" zone area for its full length underground, and much of the area which 
has Indicated gold values is thus still unexplored.



Vloibla gold lo considerable quantities occurs in quartz lenses In a shear- 
ing close to the Albany River boundary, 150 feet south of the "A" lone over a length 
of 130 feet.

The erratic values of the channel sampling some of which were in the ounces 
per ton, while adjoining samples were very low, and because of the presence of con 
siderable visible gold, an average value for this occurrence would be unreliable. It 
appears that on surface this might make ore, and bulk sampling may have been justi 
fied if it could have boan j: i eked up underground, or if drilling results had been 
sufficiently encouraging. Very little mineralization was observed. Besides the visible 
gold, there ie a slight amount of pyrite and chalcopyrite. A fair amount of brown 
tourmaline also occurs in the quartz.
Underground the shearing appears to have swung 20 degrees to the north in strike 
direction. Narrow quartz stringers and considerable pyrite occurs in the schist but 
no gold values were obtained.

"B" zone han6ing wall vela.
One Tmndred^north of the "B" zone hanging wall contact a strong shearing 

occurs as seen underground parallel to the "B" zone. It contalna quartz in lenses in 
the shearing. Small gold values are obtained, the beat being f 4*90 for l foot. This 
vein was intersected by three drill holes all which gave low gold values, the best 
being l 3.90 for If feet.

Underground development.
Underground development waa carried out on the property during the period 

August 17,1946 to June 1947.
All development work was carried on at the 550 foot horizon. A total of 

1710 feet of cross-cutting and drifting was completed. Fifteen holes totalling 533? 
feet were drilled underground. Attempts to outline commercial ore in the "A" zone 
"B" zone, and "C n zone areas were not successful.

2 s. WAISBERG
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CROWSHORE PATRICIA GOLD MINES, LTD.
PICKLE CROW. ONTARIO

June 15/1947.

Kr.ftilllaa Anderson,
President,
Bankur Patricia Gold Kines Ltd.

Dear Sir,-

The 5000 ft. drilling program on the south part of Bankur property has been
completed. The accompanying plan shows the location of the 12 drill holes and the
geological information obtained.

It may be said that NO intersection of commercial importance was obtained.

The drill core was logged. Drill logs are now being typed and will be forward** 
as soon as this is completed. All sections of mineralized iron formation and quartz 
 vein were split and assayed. A total of 165 samples nor* assayed, the best being ?l.o5 - 
over one foot width.

The drilling, with minor variations, conforms to the recommendation of 
Koulomozine,Geoffrey,Brozzard 4 Co.

The general location of the iron bands confirms the results of the geophysical 
survey. The iron bands themselves are cpmparatively thin and vary considerably in their 
Magnetite content. Quite often they are fractured and replaced by pyrrhotite, pyrite, 
and chalcopyrite with pyrrotite the predominent mineralization. Only minor gold values 
however are associated with this maineralization.

The more important structural interpretations, namely the E-W faults and folds 
shown on the geophysical plan could not be corroborated by the drilling. Several shear 
zones are shown on the plan, but these appear to parallel the iron formations, a condition 
similar to the Crowshore rf^jspty. rf id f.

Several narrow quartz intersections were obtained. There was little 
mineralization and no gold values.

To summarize the geology as obtained by the drilling. The most prevalent rock 
is a fine tortured cT*y to green rock, designated on the plan as andesite-dacite. In 
places this rock grades into a peculiar mottled rock, which may be tuff or simply an 
alteration of the lava. These have been designated simply as "mottled rock* on the 
plan. Several narrow basaltic dykes were intersected in holes No. l and 2. A crystalire 
rock with biotite crystals up to 1/8" diameter was intersected in hole *'o.?. /^rp **

The iron formation and quartz veins referred to above corrjlete the geological
picture as apparent from the present drilling.

Yours Respectfully,

Geologist.



CROWSHORE PATRICIA GOLD MINES, LTD.
PICKLE CROW. ONTARIO

November 26,1947.

Kr.TilliaJB Anderson,
President,
Bankur Patricia Cold Mines Ltd.

Pickle Crow,Ont, 
Dear Sir,-

On June 15/47,Ireported on the results of the 500o4ft diamond drilling 
program concluded at that tine.Since than a geological survey haa been Bade and a 
plan drawn,showing the relation of the diamond drilling to the surface geology. 
The plan and report are respectfully submitted.

Summary of Geology and Topography:-
It will be noted on referring to the accompanying plan, that rook outcrops 

are confined to the southwest and central part of the area.The northern part is 
covered by overburden of a depth greater than six feet.Atteapts to reach bedrock by 
probing with a six foot rod were not successful.

de rocks as found on surface are very aimllar in appearance.Efforts to 
differentiate sediments and acid volcan! c a were not successful. A recent study of 
thin sections at the University of Toronto indlostes that a band of sediments 
crosses the property in a northeasterly direction.T^eae rocks had previously been 
logged as Bottled andesite.They grade imperceptably into a fine-grained green rook. 
The settling appeara and disappears over short distances.Since no contacts were 
observed the writer haa concluded that all the rocks are sedimentary,with the 
Bottling represatttigg coarser phases of the sediment.

As reported previously,thinly bedded iron formations,with varying u^ounts 
of magnetite,and striking in a north Easterly direct i onjJc***} interbedded with the 
sediments.Although fractured,and replaced by Pyrite,Pyrrhotite,and Chaloo-pyrite, 
they carry only minor gold T lues.

Thinly bsdded iron formations also occur in what has been called Dacite 
Here the rock is flne-textured,light green in colour,and shows no Bottling.

About 2200 ft Horthwest of the drilling, and 1000 ft from the east boundary 
iron formation outcrops for 500 ft,striking H 45 l,and tbla conforms to the general 
trend.This iron band was not indicated by fthe geophysical survey, si though at least 
one rery high magnetic reading was obtained.

Previously the writer reported that (X-*) faults and folds shown on the 
Oeophysicsl map could not be oorrobsTbtad.further atudy of the drill logs has led to 
the opinion that in one oa&e at least a fault does exist.

This fault,or rather fault sons,is about 200 ft wide and In the approximate 
location of the (7 7^ fault on the geophysical plan.Highly sheared rocks occur over 
thia width in drill holes l,2,and 3,and is indicated on the accompanying Bap.

This fault most bend to the north or south or stop entirely on its northerly 
extenstKn,alnoe It la not visible on the large outcrop In it's path

None or the numerous quarts veins seen gave any gold values.

Reference can be made here to the area Barked "O" cone on the geophysical 
plan by toulomozine,Geoffrey and Brossarda. Oo.Thls area of low magnetic intensity is 
thought to be sold Intrusive (Granite or Porphyry).As already noted,the overburden 
was too deep to trench and thus prove or disprove the theory.

Conolusion:-
The band of iron formation drilled did not yeild important gold values 

Thee e iron bands ara too thinly bedded to make a competent horizon.This however could 
not have been known except by drilling,since similar results,on a geophysical plan, 
art obtained from aevaral closely spaced iron formations,as from one vida one.



CROWSHORE PATRICIA GOLD MINES, LTD.
PICKLE CROW, ONTARIO

A considerable area ha* been tested,and for all practical purposes eliminated.

However,there la still a eroaa sectional length of about 4000 ft north of 
the tested area,and about 1200 ft south of the tested area,that has not been drilled. 
This ground cast be considered for possible future exploration.

In the past drilling was laid out in a North-South direction,sins* the 
experience in the district was that Zest-West fractures were the important ore beejrers. 
This ia typified at Pickle Oro* and Central Patricia.

Recently a high grade discovery *as 
which is about five miles North/west of Bankur.The 
mist taJce this new direction into consideration.

de in the vicinity of July Tails, 
,e strike here Is H20 Lfuture dridrilling

There can be no doubt that this discovery adds new interest to your property. 
Without attempting to evaluate the full significance at this time,it is encouraging to 
have the Norpick on one side,and the July Jails find on the other.

For the present I recomec* that the zone designated "C* zone be t en ted. by- 
diamond drill.It will be recalled that this area of low magnetic intensity is considered 
to be Granite or Porphyry.If it were proven to be such,it could be important,either as a 
host rock,since it would be brittle,or aa a source rock for ore occurenoe.Fickle Crow is 
at preaent blocking out important ore reserves in Porphyry.

Tours Respectfully.

S.Waiaberg. 
Geologist.
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